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UKRAINE, OR HATRED AS
VIRTUE
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The conflict in the Ukraine has brought unexpected clarity to the meshwork of contradictions that
bestrew the so-called “civilized.” The West breathlessly presents itself as “righteous” and “good,” while
very little inside it can still be described as such: “whitewashed tombs” (Matthew 23:27).

For example:

The law has been unhinged entirely from actions once deemed criminal. Children are avidly and
maliciously taught sexual perversions in schools, even to the destruction of their own bodies,
while actions once thought criminal are simply “reparations” and therefore never to be punished.

Transvestitism has become a great campaign to rewrite humanity itself.

Anti-white racism is now the “normal” Western habit of mind.

Mass immigration has destroyed indigenous Western populations, despite the West’s rhetoric of
care for indigeneity.

Deindustrialization has transitioned into defarming so that food can cease being abundant.

The age-old anti-Catholic assumptions have expanded into a total war against the last vestiges of
Christianity, the foundational moral-structure of the now atheistic West.

Economics, once designed to sustain and expand human welfare, is now a tool to destroy it.

Culture, which once housed the strength of Western values, is now a tool to destroy them.

“Human rights,” “freedom,” “democracy” are empty phrases, repeated piously, while nothing in
present-day Western society suggests that these qualities actually exist.

The traditional understanding of technology as a helpmate of humanity has become a method for
its control, and even its destruction.

Care for nature has veered into anti-natalism and the hatred of humanity itself.

Truth is no longer needed, since the lie serves far more important purposes and constructs.
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The project of the West is no longer to expand the benefits of civilization, but to destroy civilization so
that a new world may be born, in which there are only as many humans as needed. This is known as
“progress” and is the very lifeblood of the West today.

A single thread unites all these progressive efforts—the lie, and the chief attribute of the lie is hatred.
Those that deny the lie must be hated. One becomes virtuous in the West by proudly hating what is
supposed to be hated. The government marks for the public what and who is to be hated and loved.
And the people, with the help of the media-education-entertainment complex suitable adapt their
emotions, and express outrage or approval as mandated. Such manipulation is no longer subtle; it is in-
your-face, because the public has been lied to for so very long that they can no longer understand
subtlety. They demand coarseness—the more vulgar, the better.

The conflict in Ukraine, among many other things, is one such Western construct, a glossography,
where lies and hatred exquisitely intertwine. Russia is to be lied about and openly hated—because
Russia is the government-approved “enemy,” and dutifully all the gourmands of hatred try to outvie
each other to see who can spew the vilest of hate against the “enemy.” This competition has strongly
united nations and populations. How do I hate thee, let me count the ways…

The examples of such pharisaical expressions are now dime-a-dozen and easily found, even in the
most unexpected of places. Examples of Western Russophobia are endless, and there is little point in
repeating them, from the never-ending rounds of sanctions against Russia (round 11 is now being
packaged), to Zelensky of Ukraine prohibiting Russian books form being published or imported into his
country, lest the purity of his nation be destroyed by contact with Russian, to some rich author
canceling her own book because it was thoughtlessly, horror of horrors, set in Russia. Or, just ordinary
folk letting off a bit of steam.

But the honor of uttering the foulest venom must go to Andrzej Duda, the president of Poland.
Needless to say, the government of Poland specializes in fomenting rancor against Russia—it feels that
this is its God-given role now in the world—to make the world realize just how beastly and evil Russians
are. Such is the divine mission of Polish politicians, and they certainly revel in it.

On June 23, 2023, for example, in an interview given to a Ukrainian TV Channel (Espreso), Duda dropped
these gems of wisdom:

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/international-cat-federation-bans-russian-felines-competitions-rcna18595
https://euobserver.com/ukraine/156853
https://kyivindependent.com/zelensky-signs-law-banning-import-and-distribution-of-russian-books/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/elizabeth-gilbert-cancels-book-russia-ukraine/
https://imgur.com/a/7u70OMT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7I1WF3NNnZY&t=1s
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"Russia cannot be allowed to win because it will continue to advance. This will support its
imperialism. It is like a wild beast that will eat a human being. If a wild beast eats a human
being, it is usually said that it should be hunted down and shot because it is used to eating
human flesh. The same with Russia."

Such sphinxian knowledge Polish politicians, like him, alone possess:

"Perhaps the West does not understand this, but we know it very well.” To clarify: “it” being
Russia, the man-eating beast.

Just replace “it” with… say… “Israel” and see what happens, as you’re hauled off to jail, in any “free” and
“democratic” Western country, for hate-speech. But Russia. No problem. Say what you like. All hatred is
acceptable. Knock yourself out. Your government expects you to hate Russia. If you don’t—there’s
something seriously wrong with you, and more than likely you’re a Putin agent. I won’t mention the Two
Minutes Hate à la 1984. Duda is the Virgil of our age, in an anti-Divine-Comedy of his own contrivance,
his pansophical finger pointing out the nine-levels of depravity of the Russian beast. Quite the calling!

You see, Russia is the new “infidel” that must be routed and annihilated. Only a Russia-less world can be
truly “free” and “democratic.”

But before long, Duda remembered that he was the president of some country or other, and shoved in
a tad of lawyer-gibberish, to give himself that air of authority:

“This is a necessary condition [killing the man-eating beast] for a successful and just end to
this war. What should it be? At least in such a way as to restore the supremacy of
international law. International law will be restored when Russia is pushed out of all occupied
lands in Ukraine."

Murdering an entire nation is justice, and the only way this war in Ukraine can end “justly” is when Russia
is killed off, like a rabid beast. What’s mass murder among Western friends? It’s all to restore “the
supremacy of international law,” after all. Nothing wrong with that at all, is there?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvGmOZ5T6_Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvGmOZ5T6_Y
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And then Duda catches himself, with an olive branch to any Ukrainian peacenik that might be listening
to the Espreso interview (there must be such a creature, somewhere in Ukraine. Rara avis, no doubt and
seldom sighted, but there must be one. A hint to birders). Duda suggests that the death-blow should
not be quick and painless. Oh no. That would be anticlimactic and therefore disappointing. He has
readied the scarpines for Putin. Yes, indeed:

“We must make sure that we, together with Ukraine, tire Russian society and torture Putin.”

But then Duda knows a thing or two about torture, given how you get treated in Polish prisons, so that
the penal system needs a regular check-up.

On a side note, in order to hate Russia properly, you also have to show excessive love for Ukraine, and
especially for Zelensky. Is this why every Western leader that meets him has to hug him, and look
longingly into his eyes and just hug him again. There’s a lot of homoerotism going on with Zelensky; but
then Zelensky is used to such affection.

This is why, Duda had to come out of the closet at last and let it all hang out:

“President Zelensky and I love each other, but we are involved in politics."

And once politics is done, look out world!

This would explain the special hugs reserved for his great love.

One can only hope that one day the good people of Poland will wake up and refuse to be led by such
crackpots. But that is an awakening that needs to happen throughout the West. We’re all sick and tired
of our leaders. Maybe Duda was actually on to something about how to treat man-eating beasts…

C.B. Forde is a full-time farmer and part-time reader of books, even those suggested to him, at times,
by his wife.

https://notesfrompoland.com/2023/02/02/prisoners-beaten-suffocated-and-waterboarded-in-polish-prison-finds-report/
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cpt/-/council-of-europe-anti-torture-committee-visits-pola-2
https://www.insider.com/zelenskyy-macron-awkward-photo-become-internet-meme-2022-6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkmI1BHAr8I
https://twitter.com/Biz_Ukraine_Mag/status/1528429334486188033
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